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Technical description
Attempts to make a technical approach that complements the shortcomings of the block chain ....
Focus on technical improvements and practical use of social resources that are problematic in
practical implementation
Fast processing
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Maintain Block Chain Original
Implement realistic block chain technology
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Blockchain are various.A number of enthusiasts already proposed using this technology in various
sectors and contexts, including : Government to record in a transparent way citizens' votes, or
politicians' programs (for verifying if promises made have been kept) or to enable autonomous
governance systems [36] ; Intellectual property to certify the proof of existence and authorship of
a document ; Internet to reduce censorships, by exploiting the immutability of data stored in the
blockchain ; Finance to transfer money between parties without having to rely on banks ;
Commerce to record goods' characteristics as well as their ownership, especially for luxury goods,
thus reducing the market of counterfeit/stolen items ; Internet of Things (IoT) by exploiting smart
contracts to automatically process data coming from sensors, in order to let intelligent machines
interact with each other [ and autonomously take actions when specific situations occur ;
Education to store information on qualifications acquired by learners, e.g., to reduce job
application frauds; in this context, multiple actors (e.g., universities, training institutions, etc.)
could write qualifications achieved by a person on the blockchain ; human resources staff could
then easily obtain information about when and where a given competency was obtained.
A rather comprehensive overview of applications developed in each of the above sectors can be
found in / IEEE Access2017, 4, 2292–2303
The Chrona block chain makes up a block chain that meets all these and the reasons for the
paradigm of technology.

